early gastric neoplasia and foveolar adenoma (type II)
review and photos of a case sent for specialist opinion to Neil Shepherd

CLINICAL DETAILS:
Wedge excision of stomach containing GIST.
C/o: GIST body of the stomach - wedge excision.
?Margins not clear.
GROSS DESCRIPTION:
Sleeve/wedge excision of stomach 110 x 100 x up to 15mm. The entire mucosal
surface is covered by diffuse pink fleshy coalescing polypoid projections. On slicing
there are no firm areas, and there is no apparent extension into or beyond the
muscularis. The abnormal polypoid mucosa appears to involve the circumferential
margins. A-B = urgent sections of most thickened area. C-G = entire peripheral
margin. H-I = attached fatty tissue ?lymph nodes. J-L = most thickened mucosa.
HISTOLOGY:
All of the sections of thickened mucosa reveal diffuse polypoid lesion comprising
elongated tortuous intestinal type glands, some separated by thin strands of smooth
muscle. I am unsure of the precise diagnosis, however there is no evidence of invasive
neoplasia, and if dysplasia is present it is subtle and probably not exceeding low grade.
Multiple polyps with similar appearances can be seen in rare clinical syndromes. If
there are skin, hair or nail changes or any family history of intestinal neoplasia, this
information will be very useful diagnostically (tim.bracey@nhs.net).
Slides and paraffin embedded tissue will be sent to Prof Neil Shepherd for his expert
opinion and supplementary report will be issued promptly.
Conclusion
Wedge excision of stomach - extensive polypoid mucosal thickening. No evidence of
GIST. See text
Reported by: Dr Tim Bracey using speech recognition

A report was received from Professor Neil Shepherd, Gloucestershire Hospital:
“ I think this lesion is a foveolar (type II) adenoma. I do not see any evidence of high
grade dysplasia and think that the lesion may be regarded as low grade dysplastic
throughout. These lesions are often difficult to fully excise locally and some sort of

surveillance is appropriate as we have seen these lesions “recur” in the stomach. There
is no indication for major resective surgery at this time.”
Many thanks for letting me see this fascinating case. I now return your slides and
blocks herewith. An account will be sent to your Laboratory Manager.
Conclusion
Wedge excision of stomach - foveolar adenoma with low grade dysplasia

Gastric polyposis. Foveolar adenoma
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